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ABSTRACT
We investigate higher order symplectic integration strategies within Bayesian cosmic
density field reconstruction methods. In particular, we study the fourth-order discreti-
sation of Hamiltonian equations of motion (EoM). This is achieved by recursively
applying the basic second-order leap-frog scheme (considering the single evaluation of
the EoM) in a combination of even numbers of forward time integration steps with
a single intermediate backward step. This largely reduces the number of evaluations
and random gradient computations, as required in the usual second-order case. We
restrict this study to the lognormal-Poisson model, applied to a full volume halo cat-
alogue in real space on a cubical mesh of 1250 h−1 Mpc side and 2563 cells. Hence, we
neglect selection effects, redshift space distortions, and displacements. We note that
those observational and cosmic evolution effects can be accounted for in subsequent
Gibbs-sampling steps within the COSMIC BIRTH algorithm. We find that going from
the usual second to fourth-order in the leap-frog scheme shortens the burn-in phase by
a factor of at least ∼ 30. This implies that 80-100 independent samples are obtained
while the fastest second-order method converges. After convergence, the correlation
lengths indicate an improvement factor of ∼ 2.4 fewer gradient computations. This
gain in computational efficiency can help to go towards a full Bayesian analysis of the
cosmological large-scale structure for upcoming galaxy surveys.
Key words: galaxies: distances and redshifts – large-scale structure of Universe –
methods: statistical – methods: analytical – cosmology: observations
1 INTRODUCTION
In the current cosmological picture, the non-linear structures
we observe today have risen from some closely Gaussian pri-
mordial fluctuations (see e.g. Mo et al. 2010, and references
therein). Gaussian fields have the convenient property of
being fully characterised by the variance, i.e. the two-point
statistics, which is given by the correlation function in con-
figuration space, or the power spectrum in Fourier space.
It is thus common to extract cosmological information from
the two-point statistics (see e.g. Chuang et al. 2017; Beutler
et al. 2017; Ross et al. 2017). However, as gravity couples
different scales, the cosmic density field is far from being
? E-mail:mhs@iac.es
† E-mail: fkitaura@iac.es
Gaussian anymore, and the linear predictions of the two-
point statistics do not match the observations (see e.g. Libe-
skind et al. 2018). Therefore, non-linear models have been
developed to be able to compare the theoretical predictions
to the observations and constrain cosmological parameters
(see e.g. Angulo et al. 2008; Nishimichi et al. 2009; Reid &
White 2011; Okumura et al. 2015; White 2015; Uhlemann &
Kopp 2015; Hashimoto et al. 2017; Bose & Koyama 2017).
But even if one succeeds in doing so, not all the cosmological
information is encoded in the two-point statistics in low red-
shift data, as opposed to the cosmic microwave background
(see e.g. Schmittfull et al. 2015). This is why linearisation
methods have been suggested in the literature (Neyrinck
et al. 2009; Kitaura & Angulo 2012; Schuhmann et al. 2016).
In particular, reconstruction takes the galaxies back in time,
putting back information from the higher order into the
c© 2019 The Authors
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two-point statistics, thus increasing the precision of baryon
acoustic oscillation (BAO) signature measurement (Eisen-
stein et al. 2007; Padmanabhan et al. 2012). Other ways of
gaining non-linear information from the galaxy distribution
have been suggested based on the three-point statistics (see
e.g. Saito et al. 2014; Gil-Mar´ın et al. 2017), or on recon-
structions of cosmic voids (Kitaura et al. 2016; Zhao et al.
2018). From a Bayesian perspective, one can write the pos-
terior distribution function relating the primordial density
field to the galaxy distribution through a Gaussian prior and
some likelihood including non-linear dynamics and some bias
description (Kitaura & Enßlin 2008). The resulting global
posterior probability distribution function (PDF) is clearly
non-Gaussian. One of the simplest models we can consider
is the lognormal-Poisson, accounting for the non-Gaussian
matter distribution and the discreteness of the galaxy dis-
tribution (Kitaura et al. 2010). More complex variations on
this can be suggested, including deviations from Poissonity
in the likelihood, or non-linear dynamics in the connection
between the initial and final cosmic density field. As a mat-
ter of fact, the lognormal-Poisson model can be an accurate
model for Lagrangian tracers, which are connected within
a Gibbs-sampling scheme to the observed galaxy field dis-
tribution sampling the displacements in a separated step
(Kitaura et al. 2019). Hamiltonian Monte Carlo techniques
permit us to sample from non-Gaussian PDFs (Duane et al.
1987; Neal 1993; Jasche & Kitaura 2010; Neal 2012). Ever
since the first application to observational data from galaxy
surveys without (Jasche et al. 2010) and with cosmic evolu-
tion modelling (Kitaura et al. 2012b), a number of Bayesian
inference methods have been developed to solve the problem
of sampling linear density fields from a galaxy distribution
(Jasche & Wandelt 2013; Kitaura 2013; Wang et al. 2013,
2014; Bos et al. 2019; Jasche & Lavaux 2019). However, one
of the drawbacks of these methods is that they require thou-
sands of accepted iterations until convergence, and have very
long correlation lengths of several hundred to one thousand
iterations. As galaxy surveys increase in volume, accurate
reconstructions demand meshes with between one hundred
million to one billion cells. Given the high dimensionality of
the problem, Bayesian methods cannot be considered yet to
be practical to sample full posterior distributions and con-
strain cosmological parameters.
This calls for efforts in increasing the efficiency of the
Hamiltonian Monte Carlo Sampling. A number of works
have investigated higher order discretisations of the Hamil-
tonian equations of motions (for a comprehensive summary
see Hairer et al. 2010). Yoshida (1990) proposed a higher
order symplectic integration parametrising the integration
steps and calculating the exact coefficients. Also, efforts have
been done in the field of quantum-chromodynamics and lat-
tice computations, successively applying second-order leap-
frog integrations (Creutz 1988; Creutz & Gocksch 1989;
Campostrini & Rossi 1990; Kennedy 2006; Luscher 2010).
In the field of applied mathematics, Blanes et al. (2014) sug-
gested a higher order integrator by sampling from Gaussian
distributions and splitting the integration scheme, evaluat-
ing the force term several times per integration step. This
has been incorporated into a general N -body integration
framework in Rein & Tamayo (2018). Multisymplectic inte-
grators (e.g. Islas & Schober 2004) are extensively used de-
scribing the evolution of the Schro¨dinger equation in quan-
tum field theory. For other advances in higher order simplec-
tic integration methods see Igor Omelyan & Folk (2001).
Also other works have investigated higher order dis-
cretisation schemes (Mannseth et al. 2016; Barp et al. 2017;
Chao et al. 2015), in particular in the field of the cosmic mi-
crowave background (Taylor et al. 2008b; Souradeep et al.
2016), however, without aiming at accelerating the Hamil-
tonian sampling method, or with very little success in this
aspect.
In this work, we investigate the computational efficiency
of the fourth-order leap-frog scheme by recursively applying
the basic second-order leap-frog scheme in a combination
of even numbers of forward time integration steps with a
single intermediate backward step, following the works of
(Creutz 1988; Creutz & Gocksch 1989; Campostrini & Rossi
1990). It is important to stress, that, instead of applying the
second-order leapfrog scheme as it is usually done within the
recursive formula, we consider only the single evaluation of
the Hamiltonian equations of motion. This means that we
do not include the randomization of the number of steps
for fourth-order scheme. In this way, we can squeeze the
potential of the larger integration steps allowed by the higher
order scheme, as we show in this paper.
This work potentially represents a major step forward
in Bayesian analysis of the large-scale structure. This paper
is a companion paper of Kitaura et al. (2019).
The remainder of this manuscript is structured as fol-
lows, first we revise the theory of Hamiltonian Monte Carlo
sampling and present the higher order formalism. Then we
describe the data used in this work and the numerical tests
performed on them. Finally we present our summary and
conclusions.
2 METHOD
For the sake of completeness we will recap the lognormal-
Poisson posterior model within a Bayesian framework, first
presented in Kitaura et al. (2010). In particular, we will
include a power-law bias description in the equations as in-
troduced in Ata et al. (2015).
2.1 Bayesian framework
In a Bayesian inference framework we need to first define the
prior of the sought signal s: pi(s), and then the likelihood of
the data given the signal L(d|s). These ingredients permit
us to define the posterior distribution function, i.e., the PDF
of a signal given the data:
P(s|d) ∝ pi(s)× L(d|s) (1)
2.1.1 The Prior
The signal we want to reconstruct within a Bayesian infer-
ence framework is the linear over-density field, thus, s ≡ δL.
From now on, we will consider a regular grid with a cubical
volume V of side L subdivided into Nc cells. We assume as
a prior that δL is Gaussian distributed with zero mean
pi(δL | CL) = 1√
(2pi)Nc det(CL)
exp
(
−1
2
δTLC
−1
L δL
)
, (2)
where CL = 〈δTLδL〉 is the co-variance matrix.
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2.1.2 The Likelihood
The likelihood defines the model of the data. One has to
include here the connection between the signal s and the
data d. This is achieved with a structure formation model
for the dark matter field, relating the primordial linear over-
density field δL to the cosmic evolved one δ, and a biasing
prescription relating δ to the galaxy population.
The dark matter density field
In this work, we relate the non-linear over-density field δ =
ρ/ρ¯ − 1 (with ρ being the density) through a logarithmic
transformation to linear
δL = log(1 + δ)− µ , (3)
where
µ = 〈log(1 + δ)〉 . (4)
This yields the lognormal model for the density field. It is
particularly interesting due to its rich cosmological informa-
tion content (Carron & Szapudi 2014). Looking carefully
at its derivation from the continuity equation applied to
a cosmic fluid, one finds that it is valid for a Lagrangian
co-moving framework before shell crossing (Coles & Jones
1991; Kitaura & Angulo 2012). This implies that the log-
normal assumption, applied to cosmic evolved density fields
observed in Eulerian coordinates, is not accurate, especially
in the three-point statistics (White et al. 2014; Chuang et al.
2015), although it gives a fair description of the two-point
statistics (Neyrinck et al. 2009). Nevertheless, we will use
this prior in this work as a reference to study the effi-
ciency of the sampler, neglecting displacements connecting
Lagrangian to Eulerian space, as it would be required for
an accurate structure formation description. We note, how-
ever, that more complex structure formation models can be
implemented. Sampling the Lagrangian tracers with the dis-
placement field given an arbitrary structure formation model
within a Gibbs-sampling framework, the lognormal assump-
tion turns out to become reasonable, and for |δ|  1 it
ultimately tends towards the Gaussian PDF (Kitaura et al.
2019). The lognormal assumption, however, ensures positive
definite densities, i.e. ρ ≥ 0. This is very important, since
otherwise one has to cut-off within a general non-linear bias
description cells with ρ < 0 resulting in an artificial lack of
power of the density field.
Link between the dark matter field and the galaxy
distribution
It is natural to define the data as the number counts of galax-
ies d ≡Ng in the above defined regular grid, as this allows
for a clear statistical description, and for efficient operations
relying on fast Fourier transforms.
To capture the discrete nature of the data we can as-
sume a Poisson likelihood, which was introduced to Bayesian
reconstruction in cosmology in Kitaura & Enßlin (2008); Ki-
taura et al. (2010)
L(Ngk |λk) =
∏
k
(λk)
N
g
k e−λk
Ngk !
, (5)
where the expected number counts per cell k is given by
λk = fNwk(1 + δk)
b , (6)
fN is the normalization of the ensuring a given number den-
sity N¯ , wk is the three-dimensional completeness at cell k,
and b is the power-law bias parameter (see Kitaura et al.
2014; Ata et al. 2015).
Prior reconstructions considered only the variance of
the Poisson distribution within a Gaussian likelihood, which
does not ensure positive definite density fields in the recon-
struction (Zaroubi et al. 1995). We note that this is the sim-
plest discrete PDF we can consider without requiring any
additional parameter. In general, the distribution of galaxies
is not Poisson distributed (see Peebles 1980). There are some
PDFs which can capture the deviation from Poissonity (see
e.g. Saslaw 1989; Sheth 1998; Kitaura et al. 2014; Neyrinck
et al. 2014; Ahn et al. 2015), that can be implemented in a
Bayesian framework (Ata et al. 2015).
2.1.3 The Posterior
Based on the prior and likelihood defined in the previous
sections we can now define the posterior PDF (see equation
1). For convenience, let us write the negative logarithm of
the posterior as
− lnP = − lnpi − lnL. (7)
This permits us to write the prior term 2 as
− lnpi(δL | CL) = 1
2
δTLC
−1
L δL + c , (8)
where we have included terms that do not depend on the sig-
nal in the term c. The negative logarithm of the likelihood,
taking equation 5, is simply
− lnL(Ngk |λk) =
∑
k
λk −Nk lnλk + c′ , (9)
with c′ 6= c′(δL). This permits us to compute the gradients
with respect to the signal of the prior and the likelihood in a
straightforward way as introduced in Kitaura et al. (2010).
For the prior we obtain
−∂ lnpi
∂δL
= C−1L δL . (10)
And for the likelihood we use the chain rule to get
−∂ lnL
∂δL,i
= b (λi −Ni) . (11)
These gradients permit us to compute either the maximum
a posteriori, when solving the corresponding equation set to
zero, or to sample from the posterior PDF using the Hamil-
tonian Monte Carlo sampling, as we will show in the next
section.
2.2 Hamiltonian Monte Carlo Sampling
To sample the posterior we rely on the Hamiltonian Monte
Carlo sampling technique (HMC) (Duane et al. 1987; Neal
1993; Jasche & Kitaura 2010). Let us recap the method in
this section and extend it to higher orders. The Hamiltonian
MNRAS 000, 1–17 (2019)
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is defined as a function of the generalized phase space coor-
dinates of positions q and momenta p, through the potential
energy U(q) and the kinetic energy K(p)
H(q,p) = U(q) +K(p) . (12)
The kinetic energy is expressed as
K(p) = 1
2
pTM−1p , (13)
where M is the mass matrix, describing the co-variance of
the momenta. It represents the degree of freedom in the
Hamiltonian sampler, and its structure can be crucial for
the efficiency (Neal 2012). One chooses an adequate mass
matrix, encoding both the prior and the likelihood informa-
tion. In general, such a mass matrix will be non-diagonal,
and there are ways of implementing them in an efficient way
(Kitaura et al. 2019). In this work we will restrict our studies
to a full volume, for which a mass matrix given by the in-
verse matter co-variance matrix is nearly optimal, M = C−1L
(see Taylor et al. 2008a).
To relate the Hamiltonian dynamics to a probabilistic
measure, we resort to the canonical distribution definition
P(q,p) = 1
Z
e−H(q,p) , (14)
where Z is the normalization of the distribution function.
The latter equation can also be expressed as
P(q,p) = P(q)P(p) = 1
Z
e−U(q) e−K(p) , (15)
according to our previous definitions, factorized into two sep-
arated probabilities corresponding to the potential energy
(and the positions): P(q), and to the kinetic energy (and
the momenta): P(p). It is interesting now to identify the
potential energy U(q) with the negative logarithm of the
posterior distribution function (equation 7)
U(q) = − lnP(q) , (16)
and realise that the kinetic term K(p) defines a multivariate
Gaussian distribution function
P(p) ∝ e−K = e− 12pTM
−1p . (17)
This implies that the Hamiltonian Monte Carlo sampling
only requires a Gaussian field with a free Hamiltonian mass
to sample arbitrary non-Gaussian PDFs. We can now further
identify the positions, q, as the variable to sample, i.e., the
sought signal, in our case, the primordial fluctuations δL.
The momenta, p, are artificially introduced in the kinetic
term just to allow us to explore the phase-space, therefore,
to evolve the system and get q. The marginalization is done
to avoid the dependence on the momenta when obtaining
the posterior. This is achieved by randomly drawing new
momenta in each iteration, disregarding the ones of the pre-
vious step.
The partial derivatives of the Hamiltonian determine
how q and p change with time, t, according to Hamilton’s
equations of motion
dq
dt
=
∂H(q,p)
∂p
= −{H, q} , (18)
dp
dt
= −∂H(q,p)
∂q
= −{H,p} , (19)
where we have introduced the Poisson bracket definition:
{f, g} =
(
∂f
∂q
)T
∂g
∂p −
(
∂f
∂p
)T
∂g
∂q , for reasons which will be
clear below. Taking into account equations 12 and 13, Hamil-
ton’s equations can then be written as
dq
dt
= M−1p , (20)
dp
dt
= −∂U(q)
∂q
. (21)
The particular expression to the latter equation, in our case
study, is given by the sum of equations 10 and 11.
Moreover, the Hamiltonian dynamics has to fulfill a se-
ries of properties:
• The Hamiltonian H is conserved as q and p evolve
through time: ∂H
∂t
= 0.
• The dynamics also preserves the phase space volume
according to Liouville’s theorem.
• Hamiltonian dynamics is reversible, i.e., mapping from
a state to the next state is bijective one-to-one, and there-
fore, the inverse mapping is obtained by changing the sign
in the time derivatives in equations 18 and 19.
These properties together imply that the canonical distribu-
tion is invariant with respect to any transformation. How-
ever, to evolve the system numerically, we must discretise
Hamilton’s equations of motion using some non-zero time
step, and introducing, thus, an inevitable error. Due to this
numerical error, one has to introduce a Metropolis-Hastings
rejection step. The proposed new state obtained with a step-
size  and number of steps per iteration N is accepted with
a probability of
Pacceptance = min
[
1, e−∆H(q,p)
]
, (22)
where ∆H(q,p) = H(q′,p′) − H(q,p) stands for the dif-
ference in the Hamiltonian between the old (q,p) and new
(q′,p′) proposed state of the system. The chosen time-step
and discretisation scheme will have a great impact on the
acceptance rate and the computational efficiency.
2.2.1 second-order discretisation
Let us follow the formalism of Creutz (1988); Creutz &
Gocksch (1989); Campostrini & Rossi (1990). We start with
the basic leap-frog algorithm. For a Hamiltonian of the gen-
eralized coordinates q,p: H(q,p), we can define the transla-
tion operator T (), evolving the system along a time step of
size . Due to the property listed in the previous subsection
on reversibility of the Hamiltonian, we demand
T −1() = T (−) . (23)
We can now split the time translation into separated parts
acting on p and q individually
Tq() : (q,p) → (q′,p) , (24)
Tp() : (q,p) → (q,p′) , (25)
where the new states q′ and p′ are given according to the
equations of motion 20 and 21 with
q′ = q + M−1p , (26)
p′ = p−  ∂U
∂q
. (27)
MNRAS 000, 1–17 (2019)
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Following equations 18 and 19 the evolution of system from
an old state (q,p) to a new one (q′,p′) is obtained through
the action of the Hamilton operator on (q,p). A naive trans-
lation of step-size ∆τ = , such as T () = Tp()Tq (), will
violate time reversibility since
(Tp()Tq())−1 = Tq()−1Tp()−1 6= Tp()−1Tq()−1 . (28)
An obvious choice of a time translation operator to preserve
reversibility can be constructed by symmetrizing the opera-
tor
T2() = Tp(/2)Tq()Tp(/2) , (29)
which is the commonly used leap-frog discretisation scheme.
It preserves phase space volume, and is also time reversible.
A single iteration calculates approximations to the position
and momenta at time t +  from these quantities at t as it
follows
p
(
t+

2
)
= p(t)− 
2
∂U
∂q
(q(t)) (30)
q(t+ ) = q(t) + M−1 p
(
t+

2
)
(31)
p(t+ ) = p
(
t+

2
)
− 
2
∂U
∂q
(q(t+ )) . (32)
This corresponds to a second-order discretisation of the
equations of motion, (O(2)), as we will discuss in the next
section. In practice, this scheme is applied
N2ndeval = 1 + floor(uN ×Neval) (33)
times with a random time step eff = u × , where uN
and u are random numbers, which help the HMC sampler
to explore the parameter space avoiding resonant trajecto-
ries (Neal 1993). The corresponding second-order leap-frog
scheme is thus given by multiple evaluations of the equations
of motion
N2ndeval ×
(
T2(eff) = Tp(eff/2)Tq(eff)Tp(eff/2)
)
. (34)
Hence, the global step-size is given by
∆τ2nd = N
2nd
eval × eff = (1 + floor(uN ×Neval))× u ×  . (35)
2.2.2 Higher order discretisation
Let us now revise Hamilton mechanics to find a generaliza-
tion of the leap-frog integration beyond second-order. For
any conserved function, which depends on the phase-space
variables at time t, f(t, q,p), the time derivative vanishes
df
dt
= 0 , (36)
and hence
∂f
∂t
+
∂f
∂q
dq
dt
+
∂f
∂p
dp
dt
=
∂f
∂t
− {H, f} = 0 , (37)
where we have used equations 18, 19, and the Poisson
bracket definition. Thus we can identify the partial time
derivative to the Hamilton operator
∂
∂t
f = {H, ·} f . (38)
From this we can write a time evolution of f from time t to
t+  by following transformation
f(t+ , q,p) = eHf(t, q,p) , (39)
which is the classical equivalent to the time evolution so-
lution for the Schro¨dinger equation in quantum mechanics.
Expanding f(t, q,p) as a function of the time evolution in a
Taylor series, we can write
f(t+ , q,p) = f + ∂
∂t
f + 1
2
∂2
∂t2
f 2 + 1
6
∂3
∂t3
f 3 + . . . ,
= f + {H, ·} f + 1
2
{H, {H, ·}} f 2 +
1
6
{H, {H, {H, ·}}} f 3 + . . . , (40)
where we have used equation 38. We can relate equation 39
to the series expansion given by equation 40 and write
eH = Tn()−∆n+1n+1 +O(n+2) , (41)
where the errors of the time evolution operator Tn, with
respect to the analytic solution, −∆n+1n+1, are of order
n+ 1. The operator Tn is made out of a number of con-
catenated Hamiltonian operators depending on the order n.
This suggests the idea to construct higher order Hamiltonian
schemes based on recursive applications of lower order ones.
A naive fourth-order scheme could then be constructed as
the application of two successive second-order ones. Let us
define with that spirit our tentative (n + 2)-order operator
as
Tn+2(2i) = T in ()T in () , (42)
which based on equation 41 can be expanded to
Tn+2(2i) = eH2i + ∆n+12in+1+ (43)
∆n+2
n+2 +O(n+3) ,
where i is the number of times the operator Tn is successively
applied, and ∆m stands for the error factors at different or-
der m = 1, 2, . . . . We have kept only the first term of the
Taylor expansion of eHi, whenever it appeared multiplying
error terms to correctly keep track of the orders. This im-
plies that the naive successive concatenation of second-order
leap-frog operations does not yield a fourth-order accurate
scheme. The problem here is the presence of error terms
of order below O(n+3). Let us focus first on the (n + 1)-
order term ∆n+12i
n+1. The solution proposed by Creutz
& Gocksch (1989) and Campostrini & Rossi (1990) consists
of introducing a backward step to exactly cancel out the
(n + 1)-order error term, which necessarily needs to have a
step-size of
−s = −(2i)1/(n+1) . (44)
From equation 41 we can verify that an opposite error term
−∆n+12in+1 is obtained. To see how the (n+2)-order term
vanishes we need to construct a time-reversible operator (see
equation 23), for which T (−)T () = 1 holds within the
order of the scheme. Inserting the expansions from equation
41 with the ansatz of equation 42 we get
Tn+2(−)Tn+2() = 1+ (45)
∆n+1(
n+1 − n+1) + ∆n+2(n+2 − n+2) +O(n+3) .
Focusing now on the (n+ 2)-order term we find that it can
vanish for odd numbers of n, since then n+2− n+2 cancels
out, however, with the term ∆n+2
n+2 not having to be
zero. Only for even numbers of n, and in order to accomplish
the reversibility condition, we can state that ∆n+2 vanishes,
and hence also the (n+ 2)-order error term. For this reason,
MNRAS 000, 1–17 (2019)
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Creutz & Gocksch (1989) suggested the following recursive
scheme for even numbers of n
Tn+2((2i− s)) = T in ()Tn(−s)T in () , (46)
where reversibility and phase-space volume conservation are
accomplished. Hence, iterating this scheme recursively pro-
duces a discretisation of Hamilton’s equations of motion to
any desired even order. To make a fourth-order scheme one
needs 2i + 1 times computations of the basic second-order
leap-frog scheme. The corresponding global step-size is given
by
∆τ4th = (2i− s(n = 2)) eff = (2i− (2i)1/(3)) eff , (47)
with a random time step eff = u×, as in the second-order
case. It is important to stress that, applying the second-
order leap-frog as usual, making large numbers of evalua-
tions (Neffeval) of Hamiltonian equations of motion within the
fourth-order method (equation 46), will result in an ineffi-
cient scheme. Instead, we explore in this work the applica-
tion of this recursive formula calling the second-order dis-
cretisation only 2i + 1 times, and we explore the optimal i
number. The aim of this is to explore the possibility of mak-
ing larger time steps at a comparable computational cost,
and hence gain efficiency sampling from the posterior PDF.
3 NUMERICAL VALIDATION
In this section we show our parameter study, analyzing
the optimal setting for the fourth-order leap-frog algortihm,
as compared to the second-order discretisation scheme. We
start exploring the parameter space on a lower resolution,
and then we focus on a number of constrained configurations
on a set of higher resolution runs. Based on this we will make
a robust assessment of the convergence of the chains and the
corresponding correlation lengths.
3.1 Data used in this work
To validate the method we restrict this analysis to a mock
galaxy catalog corresponding to a single snapshot at z =
0.57. In particular, it matches the CMASS sample of lu-
minous red galaxies (LRGs), which is a complete sample,
nearly constant in mass and volume, limited between the
redshifts 0.43 ≤ z ≤ 0.7 (see Anderson et al. (2014) for de-
tails of the targeting strategy). We use the N -body based
mock galaxy catalog constructed to match the clustering
bias and number densities of the BOSS DR12 CMASS galax-
ies at the mean redshift of z¯ = 0.57.
The mock galaxy catalog used in this study was pre-
sented in Rodr´ıguez-Torres et al. (2016) and was extracted
from the BigMDPL N-body simulation1, one of the Mul-
tidark simulation project, which was performed using the
GADGET-2 code (Springel 2005). The BigMDPL was run
with 3.8403 particles on a volume of (2.5h−1Gpc )3 assum-
ing ΛCDM Planck cosmology with {ΩΛ = 0.6928,ΩM =
0.307,Ωb = 0.0482, σ8 = 0.828, ns = 0.961}, and a Hubble
constant (H0 = 100h km s
−1 Mpc−1) given by h = 0.677.
1 See https://www.cosmosim.org/cms/simulations/bigmdpl/
Halos and subhalos were identified using the ROCKSTAR halo
finder (Behroozi et al. 2013).
3.2 Results
For our study we rely on the COSMIC BIRTH code (Ki-
taura et al. 2019) to sample the density field with the
lognormal-Poisson model, switching off: displacements, pe-
culiar motions, and selection effects. This corresponds to the
first Gibbs-sampling step listed in the COSMIC BIRTH paper,
which initially represented the bottle-neck of the computa-
tions. The posterior distribution function is sampled with
the HMC sampling technique following the methods de-
scribed in the previous section, including an automatic es-
timation of the logarithmic mean field µ (see Kitaura et al.
2012a).
We choose two meshes of 1283 and of 2563 on a cubical
volume of 1250 h−1 Mpc side. We perform a nearest-grid-
point mass assignment of the mock galaxy catalog on the
grid to obtain the data array, as the number counts per cell.
3.2.1 Parallelisation and optimal number of cores
The numerical tests have been performed using the Diva
Severo Ochoa machine, which is a High Performance Com-
puter at the IAC with specifications shown in table 1.
First, a study of the optimal number of cores to run the
Open-MP parallel COSMIC BIRTH code is presented. To do
so, the code has been run for the same parameters (i, step-
size , seed and number of iterations) for different number
of cores: 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64.
• Low resolution case: 1283 cells.
The left panel in figure 1 shows the computational time
needed to reach 100 iterations as a function of the number
of cores, represented by the the red line. The black line is
the reference one from a perfect scaling of the computation
time with the number of cores, which means that the
computational time decreases to the half each time we
double the number of cores. As we can see, for more than
8 cores, the computation time decreases slowly until it
becomes almost constant for more than 32 cores. Hence,
the computation time saved using 16, 32 or 64 cores is not
remarkable enough compared to using 8, as it deviates from
the ideal case (black line). For this reason all the runs with
1283 cells in this study were performed with 8 cores.
• High resolution case: 2563 cells. The right panel in fig-
ure 1 represents the speed up factor by the solid red line,
which is defined by the largest time of all runs (the one for
1 core) divided by the time of each run. The solid black line
shows the reference curve for an ideal speed up factor: 1 for
1 core, 2 for 2 cores, and so on. In this case, until 32 cores,
we find that the speed up factor goes approximately as the
ideal case. However, for 64 cores we can see that there is a
deviation with respect to the solid black line. For this rea-
son, we choose 32 cores for the high-resolution in this study.
We have chosen a different representation here as for the
low resolution case, to better assess the saturation for large
number of cores.
We note, however, that our study is not affected by the
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Use Host CPU Freq Cores RAM Disk
Login & GPU node deimos 2x Intel Xenon E5-2630 v4 2.20 GHz 20 1TB 11 TB
Computing node diva 12x Intel Xenon E5-2630 v4 2.10 GHz 192 4.5 TB 40 TB
Table 1. Deimos/Diva characteristics.
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Figure 1. The panel on the left (used for the 1283 case) shows the computation time as a function of the number of cores (solid red
line). The solid black line represents the reference ideal case, in which the computation time decreases to the half each time we double
the number of cores. The panel on the right (used for the 2563 case) shows the speed up factor as a function of the number of cores.
The solid black line represents the ideal case, in which the speed up factor is 1 for 1 core, 2 for 2 cores and so on.
chosen architecture, as we will express the efficiency as a
function of the number of evaluations of the Hamiltonian
equations of motion, which is directly related to the number
of gradient computations (see §2.2).
3.2.2 Convergence criteria
To determine the iteration at which the HMC sampler
reaches convergence, we compare the power spectrum of a
specific iteration with a reference converged power spectrum.
The latter is obtained with the second-order leap-frog algo-
rithm, from computing the average power spectrum from
iteration 3000 to 12000, i.e., taking samples well after the
chain has passed the burn-in phase. We estimate that con-
vergence has set in when the ratios between the reference
power spectrum and that of a certain iteration are com-
patible with each other within 2.5%. We further assess the
convergence of the chains in a robust way using the Gelman-
Rubin estimator in §3.2.4.
3.2.3 Parameter study: optimal step-size and convergence
To define our reference computation we start with the
second-order leap-frog algorithm, and determine an optimal
step-size of  = 0.06, multiplied by a uniform random num-
ber with an additionally drawn random number of steps in
each iteration, Neval, shown in Eq. 33 (see Neal 1993, and
§2.2.1).
For the fourth-order discretisation scheme, the optimal
setup will be investigated in the following subsections. We
start with the low resolution case, which permits us to scan
more broadly the parameter space.
• Low resolution studies: 1283 cells
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Figure 2. Number of evaluations of the Hamiltonian equations
of motion required to achieve the convergence as a function of the
step-size for the different values of i.
This study has been done for different number of steps
i within one iteration, and for different step-sizes (multiple
values of ), to analyze the convergence, the computation
time, and the acceptance rate. This last parameter expresses
the percentage of iterations that have been accepted at the
first time. A too large step-size will result in a very low ac-
ceptance rate for the new states, and a too small step-size
can waste computation time or will lead to a slow explo-
ration of the parameter space.
Table 2 shows the iteration at which the chain converges,
the number of evaluations of the Hamilton’s equations of
motion required to achieve that convergence, and the ac-
ceptance rate. This has been computed for each value of i
MNRAS 000, 1–17 (2019)
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Figure 3. Number of rejected iterations for i = 1 and the different values of step-size for the 1283 runs in the fourth-order scheme.
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Figure 4. Number of rejected iterations for a step-size of  and the different values of i in the fourth-order scheme. From the left to the
right: i = 1, 2, 3 and 4 for the 1283 runs.
and different step-sizes. To suppress the dependence on the
starting point of the chain, all runs have been performed
for 5 different seeds, yielding stable results, as can be seen
in the small fluctuations in figure 2. Hence, the results in
table 2 represent the average over the 5 chains. The high-
est acceptance rates are obtained for a step-size of 0.5 in
all four cases of i. However, the convergence is achieved at
a higher iteration than for the other configurations. For a
step-size of  the acceptance rate is still high, and the itera-
tion of convergence has significantly decreased with respect
to the previous case. Thus, for the cases of i = 2, i = 3
and i = 4 this is the optimal configuration. For the case of
i = 1, table 2 shows that the optimal step-size value is the
one of 2, for which the convergence is reached at iteration
250 with a relative high acceptance rate, while for a step-size
of  we need 650 iterations to converge. However, as we in-
crease the step-size value, we can observe that convergence
is achieved at a similar number of iterations as in the case
of 2, but with at the expense of a higher computational
cost due to the number of rejected samples. We also find
that, for larger values of i, the acceptance ratio decreases
faster with increasing step-sizes, with some exceptions for
i = 4, which implies that the computation time increases.
This can also be seen in figure 2, where we have represented
the convergence time over the step-size value. In particu-
lar, we find a linear positive slope from a step-size of  to
10, with the exception of step-size  for case i = 1. In this
case, the global transformation to a new state, including the
backward step, is presumably too short to take advantage of
the fourth-order discretisation (see discussion at the end of
§2.2.2). This effect can also be observed taking a step-size of
0.5, especially for i = 1, which implies a significant increase
of the number of evaluations of the Hamiltonian equations
of motion and, therefore, a higher computational cost.
Figure 3 represents the acceptance for the case i = 1 as a
function of the step-size m. We can see that, as the step-size
increases, the number of rejections becomes larger. For the
case of a step-size of , 97.0% of the iterations are accepted
at the first trial, and 3.0% at the second one, i.e. with only
one rejection. For the case of 2, we can observe that there
is increment, although small number of iterations that are
accepted at the second and third time. The histogram in
the lower right panel of figure 3, for a step-size value of 10,
shows that iterations can be rejected up to 50 times before
being accepted, which dramatically increases the computa-
tional cost. The same behaviour has been found for cases
i = 2, i = 3 and i = 4 as it is shown in table 2.
Figure 4 shows the acceptance for a step-size of  for the
four studied values of i. We can see in the panel on the left
that, for the case of i = 1, almost all iterations are accepted
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Figure 5. Comparison between the halo density filed (left) and the reconstructed primordial fluctuations, δ(x), with fourth-order leap-
frog algorithm, for i = 3 and a step-size  = 0.06 (right). We have taken a volume of (1250 h−1 Mpc)3 and 2563 cells. The slice was
obtained integrating 10 cells in y direction, corresponding to a thickness of ∼ 50 h−1 Mpc.
without rejections. For i = 2 we find that there is a very high
acceptance ratio at the first trial, but some rejections start
to appear after one trial. For i = 3 the number of rejections
increase, although remaining low. Finally, for i = 4 we find,
in the panel of the right, a similar behaviour to the pre-
vious case, decreasing the number of rejections at high trials.
• High resolution studies: 2563 cells.
Once we have studied the low resolution case, we can now
focus on fewer configurations at a higher resolution. For
the second-order leap-frog algorithm we investigate, first,
the optimal Neval which goes into Eq. 33. Previous studies
at lower resolution (1283 cells) showed an optimal step-size
value of  for different configurations, i.e, different Neval val-
ues. Hence, we have chosen this step-size in all the cases of
this scheme shown in table 3. In the fourth-order method we
present the results for the configurations 2, for i = 1 and
 for i = 2, i = 3 and i = 4. These were the most efficient
step-sizes for each value of i, as we could see in table 2 and
figure 2. In table 3, we can compare the second and fourth-
order leap-frog schemes at a higher resolution of 2563 cells.
Each value of the table is an average over 4 different seeds.
We have empirically found that for our setting this is a rea-
sonable number to avoid being much affected by the initial
conditions. In fact, in a number of relevant cases, several
measures have not changed, such as the number of evalu-
ations or the correlation length for the fourth-order i = 3
case (see §3.2.5). The table shows seven Neval values from 2
to 100 in the second-order case, and six configurations for
the fourth-order method: four different i values from 1 to
4, and the last two cases of the table, with a random value
of i in each iteration, from 1 to 4 and from 2 to 6, respec-
tively. Table 3 shows the average number of evaluations of
Hamilton’s equations of motion required in each iteration
(〈NoE〉), the iteration of convergence (NoI) and the number
of evaluations until that convergence, taking into account
the rejections (NoE). From this study we obtain the ratio of
the number of evaluations until convergence is reached be-
tween each case and that of the reference (IF). We can also
find the acceptance rate until the convergence (AR) and the
global step-sizes given by Eqs. 41 and 47, with the effective
global step-size weighted with respect to the acceptance rate
as follows:
∆τ eff ≡ ∆τ ·AR〈NoE〉 . (48)
This quantity is defined based on the time step size ∆τ ,
penalised by the acceptance rate AR, and the number of
evaluations 〈NoE〉.
We have chosen as the fourth-order reference case, the one
of i = 3, which is the most efficient one in terms of conver-
gence from the cases i = 1, 2, 3 and 4. We note, that the
fourth-order case, has a random step size following equation
47, but the number of evaluations is in general fixed. For
this reason, we tested also the behaviour of the fourth-order
scheme with random number of evaluations (randomizing i)
as shown in the last two rows of table 3. The convergence
and correlation length (shown in §3.2.5) are not significantly
better to that one of i = 3. Thus, moderate improvements
could be achieved, by considering more cases, than the ones
computed in this study. For the second-order method, repre-
sented in the seven first rows of the table, we find an optimal
configuration in terms of convergence for the lowest number
of evaluations of Neval = 2 − 5. This is however, a factor
∼ 30 less efficient than the best higher fourth-order case.
The Neval = 2 case with 〈NoE〉 = 1.5 has converged con-
sidering different seeds, however, for Neval = 1, we did not
find stable convergence, as there is a high risk of producing
resonant trajectories.
A visual impression of the reconstruction is shown in fig-
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Figure 6. Power spectra for different iterations (coloured lines) compared to the reference averaged (over 9000 samples) converged
power spectrum (black line) for the high resolution (2563) runs. The lower panels show the ratio between the converged sample for
each setup with respect to the reference converged sample. The power spectrum represented with the red line corresponds to that at
iteration of convergence. The subplots show the ratio between the reference converged power spectrum and the converged one for each
setting. Upper left: power spectrum for different iterations with the second-order leap-frog algorithm. Upper right: power spectrum
for different iterations with the fourth-order leap-frog algorithm, for i = 1 and a step-size 2. Lower left: power spectrum for different
iterations with the fourth-order leap-frog algorithm, for i = 2 and a step-size . Lower right: power spectrum for different iterations
with the fourth-order leap-frog algorithm, for i = 3 and a step-size .
ure 5, where the input catalog and the corresponding recon-
struction of the linear density field using the fourth-order
discretisation scheme are shown. Here we can qualitatively
verify that the discrete number counts of objects on the left
panel is translated into a continuous density field on the
right panel. This is essential to primordial density recon-
structions, as we need to obtain a clean Gaussian field on
which we can make non-linear cosmic evolution operations
(see e.g. scheme in Kitaura 2013, relating the Gassian field
to the final galaxy distribution, and the corresponding power
spectra).
Figure 6 shows the convergence of the power spectra as
a function of the number of iterations for the optimal case
of the second-order leap-frog algorithm (T2, Neval = 5) and
for the cases of i = 1, 2 and 3 of the fourth-order scheme.
While in the second-order method convergence is reached
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Figure 7. Difference of the power spectrum of each iteration and the reference one, summing up for all modes, 0.06 < k < 0.95 h
Mpc−1 to avoid cosmic variance. The panel on the left shows the fourth-order scheme, T4, i = 3 and the panel on the right the
second-order one, T2, Neval = 5. The lower panels show the ratio of the converged power spectrum and the consecutive ones, with the
black lines
at iteration ∼ 2200, with the fourth-order scheme we get
converged samples at iteration ∼ 300 for the case i = 1,
∼ 100 for i = 2, and ∼ 40 for i = 3, as we can read from
table 3. Note that figure 6 shows results for a particular seed,
so that the optimal values can vary with respect to the ones
presented in the table, as the average over different seeds.
The ratio between the converged reference power spectrum,
represented with the black line, and the power spectrum at
the estimated convergence iteration, are shown in the lower
panels of figure 6. We find that the ratios are compatible
within a 2.5% error, represented with the red band.
To further assess the convergence of the second and
fourth-order leap-frog algorithms, we have performed an ad-
ditional analysis. In particular, we compute, for each itera-
tion, the difference of the individual power spectrum and the
reference one, summing up for all modes, k, as represented
in figure 7. Convergence is achieved when this difference is
smaller than a threshold (in this case, the criterion is < 1)
for at least 10 consecutive iterations. As this is for one seed,
we can see the convergence iterations are in agreement with
figure 6 and table 3. Then, we represent the ratio of the
reference power spectrum with the power spectrum at that
iteration (previously estimated), and the next ones, where
we find that they are compatible with each other within 2%.
This test is reassuring, as both convergence criteria are in
excellent agreement.
Having set the number of forward steps to i = 3, and the
step-size to , which is the most optimal configuration, we
can now proceed to study the convergence of the fourth-
order leap-frog algorithm compared to the second-order one
in an additional robust way.
3.2.4 Robust convergence assessment: Gelman-Rubin test
To verify that convergence has been reached at iteration
∼ 30, we perform the Gelman-Rubin test. Multiple chains
are supposed to converge to some stationary distribution.
Hence, comparing the mean and variance within one con-
verged chain to the samples of independent chains, gives a
tool to verify convergence of Markov chains. In this test we
have to run Nchains of length Nlength, that are supposed to
have the same target distribution, but starting at different
points, so each one has a different seed. The output of the
chain is represented by xc,s, with c ∈ 1, 2, ...,Nchains and
s ∈ 1, 2, ...,Nlength. x is, in this case, the over-density δi of
each cell. The goal is to compare the variance of the Nchain
means of the different chains to the mean of the variance
of each individual chain. The parameter R introduced in
Gelman & Rubin (1992), known as the Potential Scale Re-
duction Factor (PSRF), is assumed to represent a converged
chain when reaching a value of R = 1.1.
We first calculate each chain’s mean value
xc =
1
Nlength
∑
s
xc,s . (49)
Then we calculate each chain’s variance
σ2c =
1
Nchains − 1
∑
s
(xc,s − xc)2 . (50)
Then, we determine all chain’s mean
x =
1
Nchains
∑
c
1
Nlength
∑
s
xc,s =
1
Nchains
∑
c
xc . (51)
The weighted mean of each chain’s variance is expressed as
B =
Nlength
Nchains − 1
∑
c
(xc − x)2 , (52)
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step-size
m
Iteration of
convergence
CONV
[NoE]
Acceptance
i = 1
0.5 2530 7722 98.27%
 650 2012 97.66%
2 250 916 83.51%
4 230 1544 51.03%
6 250 2460 33.00%
8 258 3605 24.05%
10 232 4003 19.09%
i = 2
0.5 245 1246 98.46%
 68 366 93.30%
2 53 533 52.47%
4 42 740 29.92%
6 46 1136 19.92%
8 46 1660 16.93%
10 36 1892 9.08%
i = 3
0.5 209 1485 98.13%
 32 360 76.58%
2 29 582 43.42%
4 20 638 23.01%
6 24 1196 13.54%
8 25 1672 13.96%
10 27 1470 11.70%
i = 4
0.5 100 929 96.53%
 39 486 81.76%
2 32 785 45.60%
4 27 981 26.22%
6 26 1634 15.04%
8 27 2342 13.66%
10 26 2268 6.66%
Table 2. Convergence as a function of the step-size value, it-
eration, number of evaluations (NoE) of the Hamiltonian equa-
tions of motion, and acceptance rate, obtained with the fourth-
order leap-frog algorithm for the low resolution (1283) runs.
The global step-size is given by ∆τ4th = (2i − (2i)1/3)m for
m = 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, with  = 0.06.
and the average variance by
W =
1
Nchains
∑
c
σ2c . (53)
Finally, the Potential Scale Reduction Factor is defined as
R =
√
Nlenght − 1
Nlength
+
Nchains + 1
NlengthNchains
B
W
. (54)
We have represented the range in which the Markov
chain has converged and, therefore, where the HMC has
reached the target distribution. As it is mentioned before,
we evolve the system with Hamilton’s equations of motion.
However, the initial samples do not belong to the correct tar-
get distribution, but are part of the burn-in phase. Figure 8
presents the results of the Gelman-Rubin test for the fourth-
order leap-frog algorithm, as compared to the second-order
one. This calculation has been done for 4 different chains.
The upper panel of figure 8, shows that a small range of
40 to 500 iterations, already gets the majority of the points
below the solid red line, which represents R− 1 = 0.1. How-
ever, for second-order leap-frog algorithm we need a larger
T4
T2
T2
Figure 8. Upper panel: Gelman-Rubin test from 40 to 500 it-
erations with the best fourth-order leap-frog algorithm, for the
configuration i = 3. Middle panel: Gelman-Rubin test from
3000 to 3460 iterations with second-order leap-frog algorithm
with 〈NoE〉 = 5.5. Lower panel: Gelman Rubin test from
3000 to 12000 iterations for second-order leap-frog algorithm with
〈NoE〉 = 5.5. The red line represents the R− 1 = 0.1 parameter.
range to find a similar behaviour in the Gelman-Rubin test:
from 3000 to 12000 (lower panel of figure 8). If we take the
same range as for the fourth-order one, we can verify that
the Markov chain is far from converged (see middle panel in
figure 8).
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Scheme 〈NoE〉 CONV
[NoI]
CONVeff
[NoE]
IFCONV
ARCONV
[%]
∆τCONV
[]
∆τeffCONV
2nd order
T2
Neval = 2
1.5 4320 12557 28.22 61.11 0.68 0.277
T2
Neval = 5
3 2175 14833 33.33 46.96 0.83 0.130
T2
Neval = 15
8 665 17372 39.04 33.83 1.34 0.057
T2
Neval = 30
15.5 405 27459 61.71 23.78 3.87 0.059
T2
Neval = 50
25.5 242 33069 74.31 20.82 4.85 0.039
T2
Neval = 80
40.5 149 45738 102.78 15.63 7.25 0.028
T2
Neval = 100
50.5 113 53789 120.87 15.46 7.54 0.023
4th order
T4
i = 1
3 340 1496 3.36 69.85 1.48 0.35
T4
i = 2
5 100 608 1.37 83.79 2.41 0.40
T4
i = 3
7 33 445 ref 71.30 4.18 0.43
T4
i = 4
9 33 504 1.13 67.13 6.00 0.45
4th order with random i
T4
i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} 6 41 349 0.78 75.54 3.27 0.42
T4
i ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5, 6} 9 25 439 0.99 60.03 5.22 0.35
Table 3. Comparison between the second and fourth order leap-frog schemes (T2 and T4, respectively), for the high resolution (2563)
runs. The 1st column indicates the specific settings of the scheme, the 2nd one the average number of evaluations of Hamilton’s equations
of motion (NoE), the 3rd column shows the iteration of convergence, and the 4th one the number of evaluations until convergence (taking
into account the rejections). In the 5th column we have the improvement factor (IF) of each scheme vs the fastest T2 in convergence
(CONV) and the 6th one the acceptance rate (ARCONV) until convergence. The T4 with i = 1 was run with a basic step-size of 2, while
the rest used  instead, following the analysis shown in figure 2. This results in global step-sizes given by equations 35 and 47 indicated
in the 7th column. The last one shows the effective global step-size weighted with the respective ARCONV. The Neval = 2 case is the one
with the least number of evaluations, which converges. One might be cautious about this case, given the risk of resonant trajectories for
such a low number of evaluations (〈 NoE〉 = 1.5). In fact, the Neval = 1 case does not converge in general. The best 2nd and 4th order
cases are highlighted in gray. We choose the best 4th order case with a fixed number of evaluations as the reference (ref).
3.2.5 Correlation length
Finally, we compute the correlation length of all modes of the
power spectrum over the iteration distance. The correlation
length is calculated as
Cn(σj) =
1
N − n
N−n∑
i=0
(
δij − 〈δj〉
) (
δi+nj − 〈δj〉
)
σ2(δj)
, (55)
where δj is the overdensity field in each iteration, N is the
number of samples and n is the distance between iterations.
Some particular computations are shown in figure 9.
Table 4 shows the correlation length for different con-
figurations previously studied (summarised in table 3). In
particular, it shows the correlation length in terms of eval-
uations of the Hamiltonian equations of motion and the
improvement factor of each case in producing independent
samples, given by the ratio between these evaluations and
those ones of the reference scheme (T4, i = 3). We also find
the number of independent samples produced with T4, i = 3
until each scheme converges
NoIS ≡ CONV
eff [scheme]− CONVeff [τ4i=3]
CLeff [τ4i=3]
. (56)
Then, we have the acceptance rate after the convergence,
and the global step-size, also in this range, including the
effective one. We can conclude from table 4 that, for the
second-order leap-frog algorithm, the optimal configuration
is the one of Neval = 80. However, although this case has a
very low correlation length of 4 iterations, due to the high
value of evaluations of the Hamilton’s equations of motion
in each iteration (we have an average of 40.5 as we can see
in the second column of the table), the fourth-order method
is still more efficient by a factor of ∼ 2.4, having an average
correlation length of 18 iterations. Another important as-
pect to consider here is that, while the case T2, Neval = 80
converges, the T4, i = 3 has already produced ∼ 300 in-
dependent samples. We can also see that, although for the
convergence the case of T2, Neval = 5 was closely the optimal
one, for the correlation length it is a factor ∼ 8 times worse
than the fourth-order method.
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scheme 〈NoE〉 CL
[NoI]
CLeff IFCL
ARCL
[%]
NoIS
∆τCL
[]
∆τeffCL
2nd order
T2
Neval = 2
1.5 440 898 6.03 80.4 81 0.83 0.444
T2
Neval = 5
3 290 1149 7.71 74.0 97 1.49 0.367
T2
Neval = 15
8 70 910 6.11 63.9 114 3.94 0.315
T2
Neval = 30
15.5 22 633 4.25 60.0 181 7.67 0.297
T2
Neval = 50
25.5 9 415 2.78 56.2 219 12.24 0.270
T2
Neval = 80
40.5 4 353 2.39 56.0 304 20.34 0.281
T2
Neval = 100
50.5 5 463 3.11 55.7 358 28.02 0.309
4th order
T4
i = 1
3 123 409 2.71 90.2 7 1.48 0.445
T4
i = 2
5 55 302 2.02 91.1 1.1 2.41 0.439
T4
i = 3
7 18 148 ref 84.5 ref 4.18 0.505
T4
i = 4
9 16 182 1.22 84.5 0.4 6.12 0.575
4th order with random i
T4
i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} 6 28 215 1.44 84.5 -0.7 3.34 0.470
T4
i ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5, 6} 9 14 223 1.50 74.2 0.04 5.50 0.453
Table 4. Comparison between the second and fourth-order leap-frog schemes (T2 and T4, respectively), for the high resolution (2563)
runs. The 1st column indicates the specific settings of the scheme, the 2nd one the average number of evaluations of Hamilton’s equations
of motion (NoE), the 3rd one the correlation length in terms of iterations (NoI), and the 4th one the effective correlation length (CLeff)
in units of NoE (taking into account the rejections). The 5th column indicates the improvement factor of each scheme in producing
independent samples after convergence vs the T4, i = 3 configuration. The 6th column shows the acceptance rate (AR) after the
convergence and 7th one indicates the number of independent samples (NoIS) produced with T4, i = 3 until each scheme converges. The
T4 with i = 1 was run with a basic step-size of 2, while the rest used  instead, following the analysis shown in figure 2. This results
in global step-sizes given by equations 35 and 47 indicated in the 8th column. The last one shows the effective global step-size weighted
with the respective AR. The last column shows the effective time steps ∆τeff . The best 2nd and 4th order cases are highlighted in gray.
We choose the best 4th order case with a fixed number of evaluations as the reference (ref).
Figure 9 shows the correlation length of for the differ-
ent leap-frog algorithms. The upper panel presents the best
fourth-order case, while the middle and lower panels show
the second-order cases for Neval = 5 and Neval = 80, re-
spectively. The black solid line represents the mean over all
density voxels δi, where we assume that we have independent
samples, when the correlation length is lower than 0.1. We
have defined an effective time step-size shown in equation 48
trying to understand the trends seen in tables 3 and 4. All
fourth-order schemes show larger effective time steps than
the second-order ones. We also find that the methods with
the largest effective time steps converge faster (see table 3).
However, the shorter effective correlation length for the
second-order case, achieved atNeval = 80, has not the largest
effective time step-size (table 4). It is clear that larger inte-
gration times resulting from the product of the time step-size
and the number of evaluations will produce less correlated
samples. However, there is a trade-off from increasing the
number of evaluations, and at some point, the high 〈NoE〉
do not compensate for the shorter CL [NoI]. Also, towards
larger integration time steps, the acceptance rate diminishes.
What counts at the end is the effective correlation length
CLeff . Looking carefully at the numbers in table 4, we find
that there is a turning point at Neval = 80, which continues
increasing for Neval = 100 overtaking the ∆τ
eff correspond-
ing to Neval = 30 and getting close to Neval = 15. It is
precisely at the turning point, where the minimum correla-
tion length is obtained, which can be found by computing
d∆τeffCL
d〈NoE〉 ' 0 with finite differences, as we show in figure 10.
We can conclude from this study that the most efficient
way to perform the second-order leap-frog algorithm is to
start with a low number of evaluations (Neval = 5) until
it reaches convergence, and then change to a high number
(Neval = 80) to reduce the correlation length. Nonetheless
our calculations demonstrate that the fourth-order case de-
livers the most efficient computations. We have not fully
studied the potential of the fourth order scheme. More effi-
cient fourth-order schemes might be obtained by considering
random i within the range 2, . . . , 4, or other combinations.
Such methods could be improved by also considering differ-
ent probabilities for each i value. This study is out of the
scope of this work.
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Figure 9. Correlation length for 800 randomly chosen density
voxels δi as a function of the iteration distance for the fourth-order
leap-frog algorithm and the second-order one. Upper panel:
T4, i = 3, middle panel: T2, Neval = 5, and Lower panel:
T2, Neval = 80. The black solid line represents the mean over
all density fields.
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Figure 10. Trends for the second-order leap-frog scheme as a
function of 〈NoE〉 for: CONVeff×0.0025 , CLeff×0.14, ARCL×3,
∆τCL × 2, and ∆τeffCL × 500 according to tables 3 and 4. The
minimum of CLeff is found at
d∆τeffCL
d〈NoE〉 ' 0.
4 CONCLUSIONS
This work presents an efficient Hybrid Markov Chain Hamil-
tonian Monte Carlo Sampling method for cosmological
large-scale structure analysis. In particular, it relies on a
fourth-order symplectic integration of Hamilton’s equations
of motion. This is achieved through an operator formalism
in which the original leap-frog algorithm is recursively ap-
plied in a combination of two forward time integration steps
with an intermediate backward step and appropriate step-
sizes. One of the key ingredients is to realise that the higher
integration accuracy of the fourth-order scheme permits one
to fix the number of evaluations of the equations of motions
to a few (∼7), being able to perform larger effective time
steps in each evaluation of Hamilton’s equations of motion,
and obtaining high acceptance rates. We have restricted
this study to the lognormal-Poisson model, applied to a full
volume halo catalogue in real space on a cubical mesh of
1250 h−1 Mpc, with 1283 and 2563 cells. However, we have
shown that selection effects, redshift space distortions, and
displacements can be accounted for within a Gibbs-sampling
scheme, as implemented in the COSMIC BIRTH algorithm. In
this way, the scheme presented here permits one to efficiently
sample the primordial density fluctuations of the Universe
from galaxy surveys within a posterior Bayesian inference
framework (Kitaura et al. 2019). This scheme can help to
improve the efficiency of other Bayesian inference methods
(e.g., the publicly available BARCODE Bos et al. 2019).
We have demonstrated performing an extensive param-
eter study, that going from the usual second to fourth-order
in the discretisation of Hamilton’s equations of motion im-
proves the convergence by a factor of ∼ 30 in number of
evaluations for the best second-order case. This implies, that
80-100 independent samples are obtained, while the fastest
second-order method converges. Moreover, we obtain inde-
pendent samples about 2.4 times faster than the best second-
order scheme, which has a different setting than for the
burn-in phase. It is interesting to note, that the most ef-
ficient fourth-order case in the burn-in phase is the same,
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as the one after convergence. This is very convenient, when
the ideal set-up of a Hamiltonian sampler for a particular
case needs to be investigated. We leave a more general study
of higher order HMC, beyond our scientific case for future
work.
In summary, the gain in computational efficiency from
the higher order Hamiltonian Monte Carlo scheme presented
in this work can be helpful to go towards a full Bayesian
analysis of the cosmological large-scale structure for upcom-
ing galaxy surveys.
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